DISASTER & PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY FELLOWSHIP

The Uniformed Services University’s Disaster & Preventive Psychiatry Fellowship is a two year fellowship program for the Department of Psychiatry’s Center for the Study of Traumatic Stress (CSTS).

DISASTER PSYCHIATRY

Disaster Psychiatry is the science and clinical care of disaster affected communities and individuals. This care uses primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention as the principles of clinical care. The CSTS is an international leader in research, consultation, education, and training in disaster psychiatry.

PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY

Area of psychiatry dedicated to the prevention of mental illness and the general promotion of mental health. Traditional areas include mental health promotion in the workplace, in schools, and in the primary care setting as well as risk reduction in the life cycle.

Fellows will complete an intensive study and research program under guidance of world-respected experts in the field of disaster and trauma psychiatry. Upon completion of the program, fellows earn a Masters in Public Health (MPH) and are well-positioned to take the lead in academics and health policy through graduate medical teaching, disaster and trauma research, and mental health policy.
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Now accepting applications for US Army and US Air Force sponsored slots

POTENTIAL APPLICANTS, PLEASE CONTACT:
Charles Engel, MD, MPH, Department of Psychiatry at cengel@usuhs.mil
(202) 782-8064

FELLOWSHIP DIRECTOR
Charles C. Engel, M.D., MPH, COL, MC, USA
cengel@usuhs.mil
(202) 782-8064

MPH CURRICULUM ADVISOR
David F. Cruess, PhD
dcruess@usuhs.mil
(301) 295-3465

CENTER DIRECTOR
Robert J. Ursano, MD, Col, USAF, MC, FS (Ret)
rursano@usuhs.mil
(301) 295.2470
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